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This paper describes a research project on the language attitudes of Hangzhou dialect 
(Hangzh ouhua) speakers in Hangzhou, Zhejiang , China. 25 speakers completed an 
online survey and four speakers participated in ethnographic interviews on language 
awareness, usage, and attitudes. The results show two major trends. First, as Mandarin 
(Put onghua ) becom es incr easingly standard in the publi c sphere, H angzh ouhua is 
pushed to marginal, dom estic social sph eres. Second, Hangzhouhua is still consistently 
spoken among the 40-and-over generation but the language is losing younger speakers . 
Interview d ata also reveals speakers' mixed attitudes. Most speakers take pride in using 
Hangzhouhua because they associate it with local culture and family roots . However , 
speakers are unsure of Hangzhouhua 's suitability in more public domains , such as 
academic , professional, or literary en v ironments. These trends and mixed attitudes 
largely stem from the Chinese government's standardization of Putonghua, especially in 
education, which marginalizes China's local dialects and ethnic min ority languages. 
Current government and grassroots language rev italization efforts focus mainly on 
language documentation. These efforts are beneficial to Hangzhouhua language 
maintenance but they are not powerful enough to change language policy or speakers ' 
internalized negative attitudes towards Hangzhouhua. By considering language attitudes 
within the context o f go vernment langu age p olicy and languag e rev itali zation , this 
resea rch gau ges signs of Hang zhouhua's slow decline . 
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1 Introduction 

China is home to a variety of languages with millions of speakers, many of which are 

already or becoming endangered. Since the establishment of the People's Republic of 

China in 1949, a combination of government policy, education, media, and economic 

development have promoted the standardization of Mandarin (Piitonghua). China's 

local dialects as well as ethnic minority languages have faced pressure from the rise of 

Piitonghua. Whil e each scenario of language contact acro ss China is unique, thi s thesi s 

investig a tes the vitality of Hang zhouhua, the local Wu dialect spoken in the 

metropolitan area of Hangzhou. 
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Hangzhouhua meets a considerable amount of pressure from Piitonghua. Due to 

government education policy 1 Piitonghua is the language of education. The banning of 

Hangzhouhua from the classroom has consequently created a sense of taboo 

surrounding its usage in education. In recent decades there has also been an influx of 

domestic Chinese immigrants to Hangzhou 1 driving the predominance of Piitonghua as 

a lingua franca. 

At the same time 1 in order to evaluate the extent of language endangerment 1 we 

must also consider the language attitudes of Hangzhouhua speaker s themselves. 

According to Bradley (2002)1 language attitudes are a crucial factor in language 

maintenance. Individual speakers' feelings toward their language as well as the range 

of domains in which they use the language can reveal an internal perspective on 

language endangerment. Language is not just a means of communication 1 but also a 

tapestry of cultural and historical knowledge (H arrison 2007). It is equally important to 

research external pressures as well as internal language attitudes in order to determine 

if the accumulated wisdom of Hangzhouhua will continue to be transmitted to future 

generations. 

This thesis will analyze the language vitality of Hangzh6uhua 1 first by 

considering external social and political pressures affecting Hangzh6uhua 1 then by 

evaluating the language attitudes of Hang zhouhua speakers. I will analy ze the power 

discourse between Hangzhouhua and Piitonghua as it relates to the future survival of 

Hangzhouhua. Section 2 will discuss the language background of Hangzhouhua 1 the 

promotion of Piit6nghua 1 its consequences for dialects 1 and previous studies on 

language attitudes. Section 3 will present survey and interview data from my research 

on the language and usage attitudes of native Hangzhouhua speakers. Section 4 will 

explore current language revitalization efforts. By con sidering th e above factor s1 I hope 

to gauge the present vitality of Hang zhouhua and then determine whether the current 
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measures for language revitalization are effective and beneficial towards 

Hangzhouhua. 

2 Background 

2.1.1 The Hangzhou Dialect 

Hangzhouhua is a dialect of Wu Chinese, which is a member of the Sino-Tibetan 

language family (Simons 2017). Despite popular perception, "Chinese" is not one 

language but many, which are not all mutually intelligible. However, these languages 

are considered dialects for the sake of political unity (Liu 2010). The existing literature 

generally refers to Chinese languages as dialects, so henceforth I will use the term 

"dialect" as well. 

There seven major dialect families within Chinese: Mandarin, Wu, Gan, Hakka, 

Xiang, Min, and Yue (Ramsey 1987) [Fig. l]. Mandarin dialects encompass northern 

varieties of Chinese and are almost all mutually intelligible (Ramsey 1987, Liu 2010). 

Mandarin dialects are spoken by nearly 73% of Chinese language speakers. On the 

other hand, southern dialects are divided into six mutually unintelligible sub groups. 

Of these groups, the Wu dialect holds the largest population of speakers (7.2% of 

Chinese speakers), followed by Min (5.7%), Yue (4.1%), Hakka (3.6%), Gan (3.2%) and 

Xiang (3.2%). 

As of 2013, there were 80 million native speakers of Wu Chinese (Simons 2017). 

Within the Wu family, there are approximately 1.27 million native speakers of 

Hangzhouhua (Simmons 1992). Hangzhouhua is primarily spoken within the urban 

area of Hangzhou (Zhou & You 2017). Simons (2017) classifies Hangzhouhua as a 

"developing" language, with a rating of 5 on the Expanded Graded Intergenerational 

Disruption Scale (EGIDS). 
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Map 4: Dialects of Mandarin and Southern Chinese 
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Fig. 1. Map of Chinese Dialect Families (Dartmouth 2013) 
<https://www .dartmouth.edul-c hineselmapslmaps. html> 

EGIDS measures the status of a language in terms of endangerment or development 

(Simons 2017). Spoken Hangzhouhua is still in vigorous use, but its literature is not 

sustainable or widespread, nor is the language taught in schools. From my personal 

experience in the region, there are only a few local television and radio programs that 

are broadcast in Hangzhouhua, such as the local news program Wo he n'i shu6 

~) and Aliut6u's News Report OiiJ 'fa:.~~~ i:m ). Literature purely written in 

Hangzhouhua does not exist, although some people occasionally use Hangzhouhua 

phrases in fiction or blogs. 1 In addition to the non-existent Hangzhouhua literature is 

1 Personal communication with Z.L. Zhou, November 2017 
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the fact that written Chinese characters are primarily used for Mandarin. Hence it is 

difficult to write Hangzhouhua because people have to improvise 1 modifying the 

existing writing system by using characters whose spoken Mandarin equivalent 

phonologically resembles the target Hangzhouhua form. 

2.1.2 Features of Hangzhouhua 

According to Simmons (1995)t Hangzhouhua has the phonological features of Wu 

dialects and the lexical and grammatical features of Mandarin dialect s due to language 

contact between Wu and Northern Mandarin dialects. Broadly speaking 1 he 

characterizes Hangzhouhua as a middle ground between a typical Mandarin dialect 1 

such as Beijing 1 and a typical Wu dialect such as Suzhou (Simmons 1995). The 

following list of features is not exhaustive or complete. The features that I will 

introduce are merely to illustrate a few distinguishing characteristics of H angzhouhua 

that set it apart from typical Mandarin or Wu dialects. 

Simmons (1995) borrows Norman's (1988) criteria for dialect classification to 

show that Hangzhouhua shares features from the Beijing (Mandarin) and Suzhou (Wu) 

dial ects [Table 1]. 

Beijing Hangzhou Suzhou 
(1) 3rd person pron oun = tii or cogn ate ........ . ... ... ... .... .. .. . .. .. + + -

(2) Subordinativ e particl e= de/di or cogn ate ... .... ... .... . .. . ... ... + + -

(3) Ordinary neg.= bu or cognate . .. ........... . .... .... . .. .... ... .. .. + + + 
(4) Gend er mark er is pr efixed for animals ... ........... . ...... ... .. + + + 
(5) Ton al regist er only in ping ton es ... .. . ... ... ... ..... ........ ..... . + - -

(6) Ve lars ar e pal atalized b efor e i .. . .. . ... ....... .. ..... .... ......... . + + + 
(7) Zhan or cognate for 'to stand' .. . ... ... ..... .. .. ... ........ . ... .. . .. + - -

(8) Zou or cognate for 'to walk ' ... ........... . .. . ........ .. ............ + + ± 
(9) Erzi or cognate for 'son ' ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... .... ....... . ...... .. . .. . + + + 
(10) Fangzi or cognate for 'house ' . .. ... ...... . .. ... .. ....... .. ........ + + ± 
(11) 3-way contrast of initial stops ........ . .. .. ... .... .... ....... .... .... .... . - + + 

Table 1. Classificatory Criteria f or Chinese Dialects and their presence in Beijing1 Hangzhou1 

and Suzhou dialects (Simmons 1995:383)2 

2 Pinyin is used here and in the original chart because it compares vocabular y not pronunciation 
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Phonologically, Hangzhouhua has a three-way voicing/aspiration contrast in 

initial stops and affricates [Table 2]. Wu dialects share this three-way distinction 

whereas Mandarin dialects only have a two-way contrast between voiceless 

unaspirated and voiceless aspirated stops and affricates (Simmons 1995). 

labials dental-alveolar pre-palatal velar glottal 
stops and p t ts t~ k ' affricates ph th tsh t~h kh 

b d di, g 
nasals m n 1l lJ 
lateral 
fricatives f s h 

V z fi 
Table 2. Hangzhouhua Initial Segments (Simmons 1995:384) 

Chinese languages are characteristically known as tonal languages. Mandarin 

has four main tones: high, rising, low (dipping), falling, and a fifth neutral tone. 

Hangzhouhua has no less than seven tones: mid dipping, low dipping, falling, mid 

rising, low rising, high checked, and low checked (McWhorter 2007:129, Simmons 

1992). 

Another phonological feature that contrasts clearly across the Suzhou, 

Hangzhou and Beijing dialects is the realization of Middle Chinese (MC) final nasals. 

Suzhou is representative of most Wu dialects in that the final nasals delete with no 

trace, whereas they become [n] in Beijing [Table 3]. Hangzhou lies in the middle since it 

loses the nasals but retains nasalization on the vowels (Simmons 1995). 
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MC Suzhou Hangzhou Beijing 
-an/am- -E -ce -an 

*~ 1?am sEl s-cel shiin 
flz pan pE3 fce3 ban 

-uAan- -0/uo -uo -an or -uan 
IJiJlt puAan pe puol ban 

duAan de duo2 tUtin • kuAan kue kuo5 guan 
-ien,awan- -i1l or -e ~ - -ianluan -1e or -uo 

,'c sien sill ~•el xiiin 
);It!. tien ti13 tie5 dian 

dzjwan zi12 dzie2 quan 

* tfiwan ts'e5 ts'uo5 chuan 
Table 3. Final Nasals in Middle Chinese and their realization in modern Suzhou , Hang zhou 
and Beijing dialects(Simmons 1995:388) 3 

Hangzhouhua is also known for its -fr suffix, which sets it apart from other Wu 

dialects. While the Beijing dialect also uses an - er suffix, the - er in Hangzhouhua forms 

a separate syllable from the previou s one (Simmons 1995). In Beijing dialect, the - er 
suffix does not form a separate syllable and instead affects the pronunciation of the 

syllable preceding it. 

1) ~~JL 
b3. dei2. er2 
'Old man' (colloquial) 

2) ~JL 
tens. er2 
'Stool' 

3) ~JL 
khur5. er2 
'Chopsticks ' 

Hangzhouhua data from (Simmons 1995:393) 

, I am reproducing this table from the original source. [E] is taken to be some front vowel, however the 
paper did not specify . Transcriptions for Beijing are also given in pinyin, not IPA . Tones are given in 
Chinese tone numbers . 
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From a syntactic perspective, Hangzhouhua shares features with Mandarin 

dialects. For example, most Wu dialects distinguish between an existential negative 

('there is not/do not have') and a non-perfective aspect negative ('not yet'), but 

Hangzhouhua and Mandarin do not make this distinction (Simmons 1995). In the 

following sentences below, Hangzhouhua uses the cognate form (me/8 ,v3] 1~1f which 

corresponds to Mandarin's (mn2iou3] for both types of negatives. 

Existential: 
4) :¥Ji: 

1J03 dze t8 dzE6 ma'/8'/v3 
lsg ADV NEG 
'I really have no books.' 

'not yet': 

-=I:£ 
sql. 
books 

~1f ~? 
thal uo2 ma'/8'/v3 ore2 uo2 ma5? 
3sg yet NEG talk-finish Q 
'Has he not yet finished talking?' 
(Simmons 1995:394) 

In addition, Hangzhouhua shares many of the grammatical particles found in 

Mandarin, but they appear as cognate forms. For example, the Hangzhouhua cognate 

that corresponds to the Mandarin de used for the potential and extent or descriptive 

complements is [tat?]. 

6) :¥Ji: *1~i}J , {ill *~i}J 
MAND: ? .3 na2 tl' tu1)4 thal na2 pu2 tu1)4 
HANG: 1)03 do2 fa'/7 do?n6, thal do2 p<1 t7 do1J6 

lsg hold-DE-move 3sg hold-NEG-move 
'I can move it, he cannot move it' 
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7) 
MAND: 
HANG: 

8) 
MAND: 
HANG: 

:i: 1~ Ji tit :$.7Fi)J 
iiutJ4 h" lim2 ? -r3 na2 pu2 tu1)4 
dzo1J6 tan lie2 1)03 to 1 do2 pa 17 do1J6 
heavy DE even lsg hold-NEG-move 
'It's so heavy even I cannot move it.' 

,(1f\ i~ 1~ [1!]~t 
ni3 ~11" 1 t~ xan2xau3 
ni3 sqat7 tan mo2b3b3h"3 
2sg speak DE very-good 
'You speak very well.' 

Hangzhouhua data from (Simmons 1995:395) 

T 
la 
lb3 
PFV/CRS 

Despite these differences and similarities, the extent of the phonological and 

tonal differences between Mandarin and Hangzhouhua are sufficient to create several 

communication barriers. Hence, Hangzhouhua and Mandarin dialects, such as the 

Beijing dialect (Putonghua), are not mutually intelligible. 

2.2 The History of Hangzhou 

Hangzhou is the capital of Zhejiang province as well as its economic, cultural, 

and educational center. Hangzhou is situated in the heart of the Yangtze River valley 

region in northern Zhejiang province [Fig. 2]. 

During the Southern Song Dynasty in the 12th century, Hangzhou became the 

capital of the dynasty and many northern Chinese speakers flocked to Hangzhou, 

inundating the city with their language (Simmons 1992). Thus the northern immigrant 

dialect became the basis for the northern features prominent in Hangzhouhua 

(Simmons 1992). From the Southern Song Dynasty (12th century) until the 19th century, 

Hangzhouhua gained prestige due to its northern quality and from the city's status as 

the political capital (Simmons 1992). The dialect's prestige enabled it become one of the 

models for Guanhua, the traditional, standard dialect spoken by members of the 

official class during the Qing and Ming dynasties, as well as a model for Baihua, the 
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language of traditional vernacular literature during that time period, which was a close 

relative of Guanhua (Simmons 1992). 

Variations of Wu Chinese 
(c) w.·w..dbokd.oc:g 

Shanghai 
~- Municipality 

ghai 

- Su-Hu.Jia 
- Piling 

- Tiaoxi 
- Hangzhou 

- Lin-Shao 
- Yongjiang 

- Taizhou 

' - Dong'Ou 

- Wuzhou 

- Chu-Qu 

- Xuanzhou 

Fig. 2. Map of Wu Chinese Varieties (Adrianna 2015) 
<http://www.yurtapic.com/societylculture/most-spoken-languages.html> 

Due to the city's geographic location surrounded by Wu dialects, most scholars 

classify Hangzhouhua as a Wu variety. However, others, such as Simmons (1992) 

argue that Hangzhouhua is a Mandarin dialect with superficial Wu features due to its 

historical roots. As discussed in section 2.1.2, Hangzhouhua shares features 

characteristic of Wu and Mandarin dialects. Understanding Hangzhouhua's historical 

prestige as the language of 12th century government officials provides important 

contextual comparison for the dynamic status of Hangzhouhua over time, especially 

facing the rise of Putonghua. 
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2.3 The Promotion of Putonghua 

The current national standard language of China is Putonghua (literally translated as 

'common speech'), which is phonetically based on the Beijing pronunciation, lexically 

based on the northern Mandarin dialect, and grammatically based on classic literary 

works in modern written vernacular Chinese or Baihua (Kurpaska 2005). 

Since the establishment of the People's Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, one of 

the primary goals of the government has been promoting Putonghua at the national 

scale. In 1955, the government declared Putonghua as the official common language of 

the PRC (Kurpaska 2005, Liu 2010). In 1956, education policy mandated that Putonghua 

should be taught in all elementary and secondary schools, except in ethnic minority 

regions (Liu 2010). In 2001, the government declared that "Putonghua and the 

standardized Chinese characters [are] the common language and writing of the 

People's Republic of China" 4 (Quanguo Renda 2001 in Kurpaska 2005). 

A variety of tactics comprise the Chinese government's language planning 

efforts to spread Putonghua. Liu (2010) defines language planning as "the formation 

and implementation of policies designed to prescribe or influence the languages and 

varieties of language used in specific contexts." Language planning contains two 

related components: corpus planning and status planning (Wiley 1996 in Liu 2010). 

Corpus planning involves coining new lexical items in the language and reforming 

spelling and writing systems. Status planning involves the government officially 

recognizing (or failing to recognize) various languages (Cooper 1989 in Liu 2010). In 

the PRC's corpus planning, the government simplified traditional Chinese characters 

and established the Hanyu Pinyin Scheme as a Romanized phonetic representation of 

the Chinese writing system (Liu 2010). Status planning includes the government's 

efforts to promote Putonghua in all public domains, such as broadcasting, media, 
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official government activities, and education. Schooling is a large factor in the spread of 

Putonghua. Zhou (2012) noted the positive correlation between amount of education 

and percentage of Putonghua speakers at that level of education [Table 4]. While this 

study does not appear to control for other factors such as income and region that can 

affect amount of education, it is worth noting that these indirect factors may also 

correlate with Putonghua ability. 

Educational level No schooling Literacy class Primary Middle High 

Putonghua speakers 10.36 14.67 25.49 56.08 75.76 

Table 4. Level of education and percentage of Putonghua speakers (Zhou 2012:5) 

College 

86.77 

While a secondary goal of the PRC's language planning is to protect national 

ethnic minority language rights, this goal seems to be merely a statement because 

Putonghua is the primary language of instruction, and minority languages are only 

supplementary languages (Zhou 2012). Zhou explains that this model is executed in 

bilingual education where Putonghua is the main language of instruction and minority 

languages are used solely for transitional communication. For example, Perlin (2009) 

states that the minority language T'rung is only used in primary schools to move 

students towards "bilingualism" in Putonghua. There, T'rung is only used as necessary 

for communication, while education shifts increasingly into Putonghua. Kurpaska also 

raises the conundrum wherein the government aims to protect the rights of minority 

languages not considered Chinese dialects, but while doing so completely ignores the 

rights of many Chinese dialects (Anshen 2001, Kurpaska 2005). If ethnic minority 

languages are only somewhat protected at best under government policy, then dialects 

are essentially subject to the strong influence of the nation -wide promotion of 

Putonghua. 
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The terminology surrounding ethnic minority languages and Chinese dialects 

(fangyan) is also problematic. While the government officially recognizes minority 

languages as separate languages, it fails to acknowledge that Chinese 11 dialects" are 

actually several distinct languages. The term 11 dialect" also places these languages in an 

inferior or secondary position to Putonghua. Calling them dialects is also misleading 

because they are not mutually intelligible varieties of one common language. For 

example, a Cantonese (Yue) speaker would not understand a Xiang speaker if they 

both used their local dialects. The general usage of 11 dialect" in China also connotes a 

sense of nationalism. Officially they are called hanyu fangyan (Han-language dialects). 

By grouping the languages together, local language identity is lost to the dominating 

identity of Han Chinese. While the term 11 dialect11 strives to unify and subjugate vast 

groups of speakers, it also alienates minority languages as non-Chinese entities. 

Therefore this distinction between 11 dialect 11 and 11 language 11 indirectly marks minority 

languages as other and Chinese dialects as less important relative to the official 

language of Putonghua. 

2.4 Complications for Dialects 

From the point of view of the Chinese central government, language unification is a 

desirable and practical goal that eases communication between citi zens of a va st 

country. In contrast, dialectologists and linguists, such as Kurpaska (2005:42), consider 

11the rapid assimilation of dialect s to Putonghua is rather a sad phenomenon.fl 

Language planning is an inherently political matter, and most Chinese media 

commentaries will not discuss the possible consequences of language planning: i.e., 

language endangerment. Most repeat the claim that 11 the aim of the promotion of 

Putonghua certainly is not to eliminate the dialect s, but to remov e the estrangement 

between various dialect s" (Quanguo Renda 2001:47 in Kurpaska 2005:41). While thi s 

phrasing sounds oxymoronic, the intended message is that dialect speakers should also 
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know Putonghua in order to erase communication barriers. The reality of standardizing 

Putonghua is that it dominates public spaces such as schools, workplaces, and the 

political sphere, while dialects are pushed to more marginal spaces. 

While there is a large pressure to standardize Putonghua, dialects are still 

sometimes used in education because of China's size, population density, language 

diversity, and regional development disparity (Kurpaska 2005:41). However, similar to 

the case of minority languages in education as presented in section 2.3, dialects most 

likely play a similar supplementary role: only for the sake of communication and 

pushing students towards proficiency in Putonghua. We also must consider the fact 

that China is a vast, heterogeneous country, so it may be difficult to generalize to what 

extent dialects and minority languages are used in school even though the main goal is 

moving students to Putonghua. 

Kurpaska also argues that Putonghua strongly influences dialects, but certain 

dialect features also penetrate Putonghua. Thus, language contact is two-way exchange. 

In my experience in Hangzhou, I learned that there is a hybrid language between 

Putonghua and Hangzhouhua, called Hangpuhua. This variety is considered to be a 

local version of Putonghua; it incorporates some lexical items from Hangzhouhua as 

well as pronunciation, but it grammatically resembles Putonghua. Hangpuhua is not 

the sole example of a localized Putonghua variety. As a result of language contact, 

Putonghua and the local dialect may blend to form a hybrid variety. This phenomenon 

calls into question the concept of a true "standard language." Putonghua as officially 

defined is not supposed to have native speakers, but most Chinese assume Beijing 

speakers to be model Putonghua speakers (Zhou 2001:241). Beijing Putonghua is taken 

to be the true standard but other local varieties of Putonghua are still considered 

Putonghua. The entire notion of a language standard does not really exist at all if there 

is a wide range of "standards." While it may be easier to point out the standard in 
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written Chinese, the variance in spoken varieties of Putonghua seems to negate the 

platonic ideal of a standard language. 

Given the vast difference between regions in China, I expect the standardization 

of Putonghua will have varying effectiveness and rapidity by region. Well-established 

dialects such as Cantonese (Yue), will most likely co-exist with Putonghua and may 

even influence it under contact, while smaller, less stable dialects, such as 

Hangzhouhua, may be at risk of extinction within a few generations. Language contact 

is not a simple process, so we must consider region-specific factors, such as speaker 

population, local media, and language and usage attitudes in order to assess the 

vitality of Hangzhouhua. 

2.5 Previous Studies 

According to Bradley (2002), language attitudes are views that a speaker community 

holds towards their language. These attitudes are an integral part of language 

maintenance (Bradley 2002). Hence, assessing language attitudes is a useful way to 

understand the level of language endangerment within a particular community. The 

previous studies that I present below deal with measuring and analyzing language 

attitudes of several different speaker communities in China. 

2.5.1 Cantonese and Shanghainese Language Attitudes 

Zhou (2001) discusses language attitude evolution with respect to China's language 

planning initiatives and compares language attitudes between Shanghainese and 

Cantonese speakers. Zhou measured overt and covert attitudes among 82 college 

students in Shanghai and Guangzhou by using an attitude/motivation test series and a 

matched-guise procedure. The attitude/motivation series measured language use 

variables such as personal data, family data (including the dialects used by a speaker 

and their family), and an evaluation of their performance in Putonghua courses. It also 
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measured overt language attitudes through a series of 22 personality traits on which 

the speaker could rank a Beijing dialect speaker (a stereotypical Putonghua speaker). 

The matched-guise procedure measured covert attitudes by having the participants 

evaluate recorded Putonghua and Shanghainese/Cantonese voices on a set of 19 

personality traits associated with social status and group solidarity. 

Zhou's (2001) results did not cluster along the original continuum of high social 

status associated with Putonghua and local solidarity associated with Shanghainese or 

Cantonese. Instead he argued that if the social distance between Putonghua speakers 

and local variety speakers is low, then there might not be as much contrast between the 

ratings of both languages as there was in previous studies. Zhou (2001) builds on 

language attitude studies by Bai (1994), and Kalmar (1987). These earlier studies found 

that speakers preferred their local varieties and held negative attitudes toward s 

Putonghua. In other words, the Shanghainese and Cantonese speakers associated high 

social status with Putonghua and local solidarity with their local languages. Bai (1994) 

and Kalmar's (1987) findings are consistent with the traditional model that contrasts 

language attitudes along a continuum of social status for the prestige language and 

local solidarity for the low language (Bradac 1990 and Ryan 1979 in Zhou 2001). 

Zhou's argument seems reasonable, especially given the recent economic 

growth of both Guangzhou and Shanghai, which has attracted labor migration to both 

cities. H ence, there is a new demand for Putonghua in communication across Chinese 

varieties (Zhou 2001). Another factor dri v ing the demand for Putonghua as a lingua 

franca in those regions, which Zhou did not explicitly mention, is that Putonghua is the 

prestige language compared to the local dialects like Cantonese and Shanghainese. 

Zhou concludes that changes in language usage in Guangzhou and Shanghai, as well 

as the increa sed demand for Putonghua , hav e contributed to changing language 

attitude s among Shanghainese and Cantonese speakers (2001). At the same time , he 

argues that changes in language attitudes have contributed to changes in language 
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usage. Zhou acknowledges that it may be controversial to claim that language attitudes 

predict language usage, but he asserts that change in language usage can affect 

language attitudes. However, language attitudes and language usage do not simply 

exist in a vacuum; external political and economic factors, such as government 

campaigns for Putonghua and rapid industrialization and commercialization in 

Guangzhou and Shanghai, must have some influence too. 

2.5.2 T'rung Language Attitudes 

A more recent study by Perlin (2009) investigated language attitudes of the T'rung 

ethnic minority in the southwestern province of Yunnan towards the T'rung, Lisu, and 

Mandarin languages. Yunnan is a particularly multilingual region in China. T'rung is a 

Tibeto-Burman language of the T'rung minority, Lisu is the Tibeto-Burman lingua 

franca of the prefecture, and Mandarin is taken to include both the standard Putonghua 

as well as the Southwestern Mandarin dialect. 

Perlin interviewed a total of 48 residents in two T'rung villages in Yunnan with 

the help of a T'rung-Mandarin interpreter. The 30-minute interviews consisted of a 

short list of personal questions about age, family, and mobility as well as scaled 

questions asking participants about the importance of their own children and spouses 

speaking various languages and about language usage in daily life. There was also a 

second set of questions requiring "Yes" or "No" answers. Responses like "Maybe" and 

"Not Sure" were also offered as options. 

Perlin's findings unambiguously demonstrated that Putonghua was important 

to T'rung speakers. While many T'rung people spoke little or no Putonghua, they 

associated the language with modernity, the nation, and economic success (Perlin 

2009). Language attitudes towards T'rung and Lisu were mixed across generations and 

gender. Women and older people favored Lisu as the regional lingua franca, while men 

held more positive attitudes towards T'rung. Respondents agreed on a basic standard 
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of pride for T'rung as a part of ethnic identity. Younger people were more outspoken 

than older people about preserving T'rung but were less enthusiastic about supporting 

T'rung language use in more public spheres. On the other hand, elders were most 

aware of T'rung's slow shift towards endangerment; they bemoaned the language 

ability of younger speakers. Overall, Perlin presented a complex picture of the 

language attitudes towards various languages and his methodology provided a solid 

framework on which I based some of my interview questions. 

2.5.3 Researching Language Attitudes 

My study of language attitudes in Hangzhou will serve as a useful comparison to Zhou 

(2001) because Hangzhou is a less prominent city than Guangzhou and Shanghai. On 

the other hand, my Hangzhou results may also be compared to those of Perlin (2009), 

who conducted his studies in two small T'rung villages in Yunnan. My research will be 

a foray into the linguistic landscape of a middle ground between large metropolitan 

cities and rural villages. This data is valuable to understanding the local social 

pressures and attitudes specific to Hangzhouhua and potentially wider attitudes across 

China. 

3 Methodology 

In order to survey the language and usage attitudes of native Hangzhouhua speakers, I 

adopted both qualitative and quantitative approaches. I conducted ethnographic 

interviews with four speakers via WeChat video call in Mandarin and English. I also 

designed a short questionnaire comprised of scaled multiple-choice questions and two 

optional free response questions. I shared this questionnaire with college-aged and 

middle-aged adults via WeChat. 
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Specifically, both survey methods' questions target speakers' general attitudes 

towards using Hangzhouhua as well as the details of where and with whom they use 

Hangzhouhua. Participants were asked to rate their Hangzhouhua fluency on an 

ascending scale of 1 (knowing a few words) to 5 (can speak on any topic). The middle 

fluency level of 3 indicated ability to hold a basic conversation. My interview questions 

centered around three main themes: language awareness, usage, and attitudes. In order 

to get a sense of my interviewees' awareness of Hangzhouhua's vitality, I asked them, 
11What is happening to your language?" I also surveyed the domains in which they 

speak the language with the question, 11 What are the situations in which you might 

speak Hangzhouhua ?" Finally in order to understand their personal language 

attitudes, I asked, 11What does Hangzhouhua mean to you?" If my interviewees had 

difficultly answering these three broad questions, I asked related probes in order to 

stimulate responses. In my WeChat questionnaire, I reframed usage and attitude 

questions as scaled questions for ease and consistency in responses. For details about 

my methodology and the full list of questions and probes in my interviews and 

questionnaire, see the appendices. 

For the WeChat survey, I used previous existing contacts in Hangzhou and 

asked them to spread the survey to their contacts. Using this snowball method, I 

recruited a total of 25 participants. I recruited four interview participants from existing 

contacts living Hangzhou and in the United States. Snowball sampling does not yield a 

representative population sample, so it cannot control for factors such as socio-

economic class, education level, age and gender. While further studies can be 

conducted from a more representative sample, the responses I received still provide 

insight to current attitudes. 
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3.1 Questionnaire Results and Analysis 

I received a total of 25 survey responses from Hangzhouhua speakers ranging from 20 

to 53 years old. Among these respondents there was no strong correlation (r2 = 0.063) 

between age and Hangzhouhua fluency [Fig. 3]. Participants self-reported their fluency 

on an ascending scale of 1 to 5. 

The fluency levels among my 25 respondents were not equally distributed; 16% 

of respondents rated their fluency at level 1, 24% rated level 3, 4% rated level 4, and 

56% rated level 5. 

Hangzhouhua fluency and age 
6 

5 

4 

3 
HZH abi lity 

2 

1 

0 
0 10 20 30 40 so 60 

Fig. 3. Hangzhouhua fluency and age 

While 80% of respondents use Putonghua in daily life, there is a mild positive 

correlation between Hangzhouhua fluency and likelihood of speaking Hangzhouhua 

in various domains, including with parents (r2 = 0.224), with friends (r2 = 0.254), at 

home (r2 = 0.399), and in public (r2 = 0.310). Across all fluency levels, speak ers arc 

slightly more likely to speak Hangzhouhua with their parents than with their friends, 

as well as more likely to speak it at home than in public life [Table 5]. 
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Fluency Level Avg. w. parents Avg. w. friends Avg. at home Avg. in public 
1 (4 speakers) 2.5 2 2 1.5 
3 (6 speakers) 3.17 2.33 3.17 2.33 
5 (14 speakers) 4.29 3.71 4.43 3.36 
Table 5. Usage attitudes: Average likelihood of speaking Hangzhouhua in different domains by 
flurnry lrvrl 

A slight positive correlation holds across fluency levels for the likelihood of 

transmitting Hangzhouhua to the next generation (r2 = O.llO)t as well as personal 

importance (r2 = 0.190) [Table 6]. In other words, the more fluent you are in 

Hangzhouhua, the more likely you are to teach your child Hangzhouhua and the more 

likely you are to value speaking Hangzhouhua. 

Fluency Level 
1 ( 4 speakers) 
3 (6 speakers) 
5 (14 speakers) 

Avg. transmission 
3.5 
3 
4.29 

Avg. importance 
2.5 
2.67 
4 

Table 6. A ttitud es by flu ency level on the average likelihood of teaching a child Hangzhouhua 
and average importance of speaking Hangzhouhua 

The trends in these tables hold for the vast majority of respondents, but there 

were a few outliers. One 40-year-old individu al with a fluency level of 1 reported that 

they often speak Hangzhouhua with parents and friends and at home (5) and 

occasionally in public (3). This respondent also reported they would be very likely to 

teach their child Hangzhouhua (5) and said Hangzhouhua was personally very 

important (5). The data from this individual is most likely responsible for the skew in 

language attitudes at fluency level 1 in Tables 5 and 6. This outlier may be an error in 

fluency reporting where the respondent misinterpreted the fluency scale. Alternatively, 

this individual is fluent, but not confident in their language ability resulting in 

undere stimating their fluency level. Anoth er po ss ible explanation for thi s di screpancy 
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is that this individual is receptively fluent in Hangzhouhua but cannot produce much 

in the language. In the free response section they wrote 1 "The local dialect is also 

necessary" in addition to Putonghua. This response contrasts the response from 

another 40-year-old individual with minimal fluency that wrote 1 

1'Nowadays 

Piitonghua is spoken at school and in other public occasions." 

On the other hand 1 the responses among the fluency level 5 group reflected that 

speaking Hangzhouhua is important because language is an inherent part of local 

culture. As one respondent wrote 1 "Dialect is an important part of forming a place's 

culture." A couple of respondents referred to Hangzhouhua as "a cultural trace" and a 

xiiingy'in or "a local accent." While the term xiiingy'in can refer to accent as in inflection 

or pronunciation 1 it also can be used to refer to any local dialect. Other respondents 

reported Hangzhouhua is "worth protecting" and "should be passed down [to future 

generations]." Another expressed 1 "I hope that we don't lose Hangzhouhua" and one 

respondent even proposed 1 "Schools should design a local dialect class." While the 

majority of respondents in this group felt strongly about preserving Hangzhouhua. 1 one 

respondent contradicted this, writing 1 "Whether or not one speaks Hangzhouhua 

ultimately depends on with whom they speak; nowadays there are more people who 

speak Piitonghua." This individual reported that they rarely speak Hangzhouhua at 

home or with parents (1)1 but occasionally speak it with friends or in public (3). 

This sample of 25 respondents displays a wide range of attitudes on 

Hangzhouhua. One conclusive trend among the survey data is that there is a slight 

preference to speak Hangzhouhua at home than in public as well as a preference to 

speak it with parents than with friends. This data suggests that Hangzhouhua is 

moving in two directions: first 1 as Piitonghua becomes increasingly standard in public 

domains 1 Hangzhouhua moves towards private social domains 1 such as the domestic 

sphere. Second 1 Hangzhouhua is shifting in that the parent generation still actively 
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uses the language, but the child generation may not be actively using the language 

amongst peers, but only to communicate with older family members. 

3.2 Interview Consultants 

This section discusses my interview consultants and data in more depth. I will further 

explore language attitudes as well as the larger trends this data supports. 

I conducted a total of four interviews with two Hangzhou locals in Mandarin 

and two individuals with Hangzhou heritage living in the United States in English. 

Before discussing the results, I will introduce each of the consultants and their 

language background. 

Chen Min 5 is a 35-year-old female who was born and raised in Hangzhou. She 

currently works as a school administrative assistant. Aside from her time at college and 

various work experiences outside the city, she has spent more than 25 years in 

Hangzhou to date. She considers herself fully fluent in Hangzhouhua (5), but she uses 

Piitonghua in her daily life, depending on the speakers in her workplace environment. 

Amber Qin is a 22-year-old female undergraduate student who grew up in 

Hangzhou for 14 years and is now living in the United States. She can only produce a 

few words and basic phrases in Hangzhouhua (1), but fully understands the language 

(5). She also regularly uses English and Piitonghua in her daily life. 

Z.L. Zhou is a 24-year-old male graduate student in linguistics who is from 

Hangzhou but currently lives in the United States. He lived in Hangzhou until he was 

4 years old and intermittently spent a few summers there, spending a total of 6 years in 

Hangzhou. While Z.L.'s speaking ability is very limited (1), he is receptively fluent in a 

3 All names used with consultants' permission 
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variety of basic, conversational topics (4-5). In his daily life, he primarily uses English 

and sometimes Putonghua. 

Fan Jiaying is a 22-year-old female undergraduate student who has lived all her 

life in Hangzhou. Jiaying is fully fluent in Hangzhouhua (5) and is comfortable 

speaking on any topic in the language. She also mainly uses Putonghua in her daily life. 

Given the educational and professional backgrounds of my interviewees, it is 

reasonable to infer that the socio-economic status of this sample lies in the middle or 

upper-middle socio-economic classes. 

3.3 Interview Results and Analysis 

My interviews revealed several recurring themes, such as Putonghua's dominance in 

public domains, the declining population of young speakers, pride in using 

Hangzhouhua as a form of local solidarity, as well as unease towards its shrinking 

spheres of usage. Several of these themes reiterate trends in the current literature, but 

also reveal the complex language attitudes of Hangzhouhua speakers today. 

3.3.1 Putonghua's Public Dominance 

All four of my interviewees agreed on the ubiquitous presence of Putonghua in public 

spheres. While my interviewees have varying degrees of fluency in Hangzhouhua, 

they all regularly use Putonghua in their daily lives. Chen Min considers herself fully 

fluent in Hangzhouhua; nonetheless, she still primarily uses Putonghua in her daily life 

depending on the speakers in her workplace environment, as most are non-local to 

Hangzhou. Amber Qin noted that, "If you go out to restaurants or do like transactions 

on the street, most commonly you would just use Putonghua, because you never know, 

like as a city of a variety of immigrants--mostly like domestic Chinese immigrants, you 

never know who are not local and who are, so people mostly just use Putonghua." 
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In addition to Hangzhou's large immigrant population, education also drives 

Putonghua's dominance in public spaces. Amber said, "China has been standardizing 

its language for a while and the result of their policy is that local dialects are not 

allowed in school. So public schools or teachers actively discourage students from 

using [dialects] and they don't teach any for sure." Chen Min cites schools as major 

influence on young children's dialect ability, especially since children begin elementary 

school at 5 or 6 years of age. She explains, "Hangzhouhua is definitely not that 

popularized ... because when children return home and they are with their parents, they 

might speak Hangzhouhua, but they may not necessarily speak it as much in school." 

Combined, the influence of Putonghua in schools and the growing population of non-

locals in Hangzhou drive the demand for Putonghua in educational, professional, and 

public settings. 

3.3.2 Aging Language Speakers 

My interviewees also expressed unease about younger speakers' Hangzhouhua ability. 

This sentiment is characteristic of endangered or soon-to-be endangered language 

communities. Chen Min estimates that "the majority of five- to ten-year-old children 

still cannot truly speak Hangzhouhua." Even when she speaks to her daughter in 

Hangzhouhua, her daughter responds in Putonghua. Z.L. Zhou only knows a few 

young people in Hangzhou, "and of them, very few speak Hangzhouhua fluently. 

Very few of them produce it fluently ... although everyone I do know is capable of 

understanding it." Z.L. estimates this age range is even higher than Chen Min's 

estimate; these people are between the ages of 20 and 30 at this point. Z.L. admitted, "I 

think I only know one person in Hangzhou who can actually speak Hangzhouhua 

fluently in that age range." To demonstrate the extent of change, Chen Min said, 

"When I was little, I thought, oh [children] speaking Hangzhouhua is actually a 

common thing, but nowadays on the contrary, it surprises me." Z.L. also expressed a 
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similar sentiment of surprise: "My family sort of views me as exceptional for that fact 

that I am interested in Hangzhouhua and am capable of understanding it." He seems 

to be the exception in his generation of his family, as his 21-year-old cousin and 18-

year-old brother are even less receptively fluent than he is. Z.L.'s grandparents 

occasionally talk to his cousin in Hangzhouhua. However they almost always address 

his younger brother in Putonghua because he understands very little Hangzhouhua. 

Z.L.'s family and Chen Min's surprise implies that people are already beginning to 

internalize Hangzhouhua as a language of older generations. 

In tandem to the observation of the declining population of younger speakers is 

the fact that Hangzhouhua is increasingly perceived as an aging language. Several of 

my interviewees found it easier to list older people who speak Hangzhouhua than 

younger people. Z.L.'s mother and maternal grandparents are fluent speakers; they are 

in their 50s and 80s respectively. Chen Min said "Generally if I hear Hangzhouhua, it's 

usually sixty- or seventy-year-old people speaking it ... often while they're going for a 

stroll or at the park." Amber Qin's impression is that adults "forty and above would 

use it more, and those people who [I] would probably imagine to be ... very local to 

Hangzhou, like people who trace back several generations." Fan Jiaying also estimates, 

"I think adults forty and older like to use Hangzhouhua on the street or in public 

occasions. Then I think younger people speak Putonghua more often within their 

circles. Except when speaking with other local Hangzhou friends." Overall, these 

observations point to 40-years-old being the invisible generational divide between 

those who can and are more likely to speak Hangzhouhua and those who cannot speak 

it. 

3.3.3 A Local Edge 

Although my interviewees' comments confirm the larger trends of Putonghua 

dominating public spaces and the declining population of younger Hangzhouhua 
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speakers, speaking Hangzhouhua in some local, informal situations is advantageous. 

Chen Min purposely uses Hangzhouhua at the vegetable market. Unlike large markets 

or department stores, the local merchants at the market or vendor stands determine 

their own prices. Chen Min worries, "they might overcharge me ... so if I present as a 

Hangzhou local, if I speak Hangzhouhua, they'll know, 'oh you're from Hangzhou, 

you're not a non-local, perhaps my price won't fool you."' Not only does she speak 

Hangzhouhua as a form of local solidarity, she uses it as economic advantage to avoid 

being cheated when bargaining prices. Z.L.'s grandmother also tends to use 

Hangzhouhua when she frequents certain local grocery stores. Z.L. observes, "I think 

she'll speak sometimes to, Hangzhouhua, to people there. I think if she knows them 

and she knows that they can understand it. But if we were to go to a big store, like a 

Carrefour ... that would not happen." 

While Amber and Chen Min commented that Putonghua is more ubiquitous in 

public spaces, especially schools, Jiaying's interview gave me the impression that 

Hangzhouhua is still fairly widespread in public life. She still often hears 

Hangzhouhua spoken on the bus, at restaurants, movie theaters, and shopping malls. 

However, her observation could be in reference to hearing older people speak 

Hangzhouhua publicly. That being said, Jiaying only uses Hangzhouhua with family 

and relatives. She admits, 'Tm not really accustomed to speaking Hang zhouhua with 

my classmates or friends. I'm used to speaking Putonghua with them." While Jiaying 

still hears Hangzhouhua in public, her personal range of domains where she speaks 

Hangzhouhua is limited to domestic spheres. This dichotomy inevitably points toward 

the reality that Putonghua tends to dominate education and other formal spaces while 

Hangzhouhua occupies more marginal, domestic spaces. 
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3.3.4 Hangzhouhua's Expressivity 

Another common theme across my interviews was that my interviewees use 

Hangzhouhua to convey interpersonal closeness and emotional expressivity. They find 

that Hangzhouhua has a more local, intimate quality that Putonghua lacks. In Z.L.'s 

family, Hangzhouhua has a certain expressive nature. He recalls, "So when my 

grandparents and their siblings make jokes, they're making jokes in Hangzhouhua. 

You know, they're talking about funny stories in Hangzhouhua. That doesn't happen 

in Putonghua as much." Amber's parents are not highly fluent in Hangzhouhua, but 

they still use it for "comedic effect" or "certain expressions" such as swearing. Amber 

believes Hangzhouhua is "very local in nature" which "conveys a sense of humor and 

familiarity that Putonghua just doesn't do." Jiaying feels that speaking Hangzhouhua 

"makes your relationship closer ... or almost more exclusive." She expresse s thi s 

advantage in the workplace where "speaking H angzhouhua is not a necessity, but it 

does make doing things or making friends more convenient." Hence , speakers not only 

use Hangzhouhua 's expressivity and intimacy for entertaining purposes but they also 

leverage these qualities for interpersonal gain. 

Amb er shared another anecdote about Hangzhouhua ' s local nature as an asset 

in professional settings. One summer, her friend interned at the Hangzhou TV Station 

and immediately discovered all her colleague s were local to Hang zhou because they 

spoke Hangzhouhua at work. H er friend described that "she felt being from local 

Hangzhou and understanding [Hangzhouhua] was an ad vantage because, from her 

understanding, using the dialect is exclusive to people who are not local. " Amber 

expressed shock in that she "never thought of Hangzhou as an exclusive, being the 

same way as in Shanghai is, like Shanghai people , whenever they're together they 

alway s speak Shanghai dialect and it' s really annoying." Chen Min reiterated a similar 

sentiment about exclusivity -- she does not believe Hang zhouhua serves as a point of 

pride in local identity like dialect does in Shanghai . She claimed that speaking 
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Shanghai dialect is highly related to self-pride, even "a strong sense of individual 

superiority." In contrast, Hangzhouhua conveys a sense of intimacy, but not to the 

extent of overbearing pride or exclusivity. 

3.3.5 Transmitting Cultural Heritage 

The personal language attitudes of my interviewees ranged from ambivalence and 

detachment to regret about the declining population of younger speakers and a 

willingness to protect the language. For Chen Min, Hangzhouhua is a type of 

"intangible cultural heritage." She strongly supports protecting and preserving dialects 

because "if we lose this dialect.. .we also lose its cultural heritage." Specifically, she 

thinks language preservation needs to start from childhood, that is, parents should 

influence young children more, "even if [children] understand the language, [parents] 

should make them speak ... they may not speak it fluently ... but they should at least 

speak." 

Amber points out "the only way you'd really know Hangzhouhua is if your 

parents consciously make you say it .. .it's like the same with a lot of my Asian 

American Chinese [friends] ... [they] understand Chinese but if their parents don't make 

the conscious effort to make them say it, then they wouldn't be able to form very 

coherent, intelligent sentences." Amber adds, "Unless your parents themselves are 

very fluent speakers in the native dialect, then it's very unlikely that you would be able 

to learn it." Chen Min and Amber's responses seem to suggest that preserving 

Hangzhouhua relies on the consistent and purposeful language transmission from 

older to younger generations, so that the younger generations are not only receptively 

fluent but can also fluently produce Hangzhouhua. Individual agency in language 

maintenance can the form of parents and grandparents assuming the responsibility to 

teach their children Hangzhouhua. However, when analyzing any language 

endangerment situation, we must consider microvariables such as human resources in 
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the communities and language attitudes as well as macrovariables such as national 

language and education policies (Grenoble & Whaley 2006). Individuals may have a 

certain amount of agency over microvariables, but macrovariables still have 

considerable impact. While there is a limited range of media broadcasted in the 

language, Hangzhouhua faces external pressures, like the public promotion of 

Putonghua and the banning of dialect in schools, which actively hinder its 

preservation. 

3.3.6 Attitudes Contradict Actions 

Interviewees were generally aware of the beginning decline of Hangzhouhua, 

however they held mixed attitudes towards the language itself. Speakers expressed a 

moderate level of regret about Hangzhouhua's endangerment, but none of them 

seemed outspoken about organized language revitalization programs. For example, 

Z.L. said, "I've definitely heard sentiments that you know it's kind of a shame that 

nobody speaks--that young people don't speak Hangzhouhua anymore ... [but] it never 

goes so far as to be like, oh I wish they would teach it, per se, no one ever says that." 

Although there is a sense of regret surrounding the decline of Hangzhouhua, Z.L. is 

not aware of any "strong revitalization sentiments" nor are other interviewees aware of 

any formal revitalization efforts. 

Z.L.'s mixed attitudes may be internalized as a feeling of despair towards the 

inevitable promotion of Putonghua over dialects. He acknowledges that the PRC's 

standardization of Piitonghua "is only natural in a way, but it sort of makes it difficult 

to appreciate the culture of the non-north essentially." He points out that some 

literature has been written in Hangzhouhua, but it attracts very little interest. 

According to Z.L., an alternate possibility is that, "very few people are interested in 

expressing themselves in it.. .As someone who is very interested in literature, you 

know, it seems sad that this potential source or method of expression is like not being 
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used or is going to go away. 11 In correspondence after our interview, Z.L. clarified that 

while some people 11occasionally use some phrases of Hangzhouhua in essays, there is 

no [literature] purely in it. 11 This limited written usage is justified in a way because 

most Chinese people see written Chinese characters primarily used for Putonghua. If 

they were to write Hangzhouhua, they would have to use similar sounding characters 

to represent the target Hangzhouhua form. Since there is no separate writing system 

for Hangzhouhua, it is an easy jump for most speakers to conclude that Hangzhouhua 

is not official enough or worthy of using Chinese characters because they already 

associate them with standard Putonghua. While it is linguistically incorrect to assume 

writing systems are the pure form of a language, this belief can aid the internalization 

of covert negative language attitudes towards Hangzhouhua as well as other dialects 

that may be represented using Chinese characters but simply are not. 

Whether or not writing exists in Hangzhouhua, the negative attitudes held 

towards Hangzhouhua writing suggest that people appreciate Hangzhouhua for its 

expressive, local nature. However, no one takes it seriously enough to want to produce 

work written in Hangzhouhua. A contributing factor to this lack of interest is the 

difficulty involved in writing Hangzhouhua with Chinese characters. The fact that that 

no one sees Hangzhouhua as suited to literary or academic spheres, let alone to 

Chinese characters themselves, seems to devalue Hangzhouhua's status as a widely 

important or useful language. Instead, speakers tend to see Hangzhouhua as an 

appropriate language in local, conversational, and domestic spheres only. 

Z.L. compared the language situation in Hangzhou with that of Cantonese in 

Hong Kong. After the 1997 handover of Hong Kong from the United Kingdom to 

China, the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government (HKSAR) 

implemented a policy of 11bi-literacy and tri-lingualism 11 (Lee & Leung 2012). Bi-literacy 

refers to written Chinese and English and tri-lingualism refers to spoken Cantonese, 

English, and Putonghua. Under this policy, Cantonese assumed legal status in Hong 
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Kong. According to a HKSAR census, 89.2% of the population (5.72 million) used 

Cantonese as their main daily language in a wide range of domains including with 

family, colleagues, friends, on the street, shopping, in the workplace, in government 

affairs, and as the medium of instruction in schools (Lee & Leung 2012). The language 

is also broadcasted on a few television and radio stations, and is used in movies and 

popular music. While Cantonese certainly plays a major role in daily life, and enjoys a 

range of usage much wider than Hangzhouhua, there have been political efforts after 

the 1997 handover to shift to Piitonghua as the language of government and education. 

Z.L. cited Hangzhou and Hong Kong as well as the relative newcomer Beijing as 

"the three historical cultural centers of eastern China. 11 Z.L. nods toward Hangzhou's 

historical prominence as the Southern Song Dynasty capital as discussed in Section 2.2. 

He said, "it's great, I think, what Hong Kong ha s been able to do to keep their language 

and keep their culture alive and keep their literary tradition alive as well, but it's such a 

shame that Hangzhou hasn't been able to do that as much. 11 

3.3.7 Mother Tongue 

On a more personal level, Hangzhouhua represents a connection to family and 

hometown for some of my interviewees. Z.L. has an emotional connection to the 

language because it reminds him of his family. He lamented, "I wish I were able to 

produce more, because I feel like that would be nice, and it would make me feel more 

connected to this ver y mysterious past of [my famil y].11 It would al so allow him to 

communicate more openly with his grandparents about their experiences living in 

China through the 1950s, which he feels "just isn't the sort of thing you talk about in 

Piitonghua. 11 

Echoing the sentim ents in section 3.3.4, Z.L. said that there is "sort of an innate 

associate between Piitonghua and form ality and Hang zhouhua and informality as well 

as interpersonal closeness. 11 For that reason, he feels that he often speaks in Piitonghua 
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with family about superficially serious topics, such as schoolwork, exercise, or health. 

On the other hand, speaking in Hangzhouhua insinuates a sense of intimacy, which 

makes it easier to talk about personal family stories. Z.L.'s comments highlight the 

ironic dichotomy between Putonghua and Hangzhouhua: while Putonghua is a 

publicly used language of formality; truly serious personal matters are best accessed 

through the more informal, familiar medium of Hangzhouhua. 

For Jiaying, Hangzhouhua is "a way of communicating with family members--a 

more intimate way of communicating than Putonghua." She said, "That is to say, a 

young person leaves their hometown when they are small, and then when they grow 

old they return to their hometown. When they hear their xiiingy1n, they feel very 

moved returning home." 

Hangzhouhua's association with family life reveals two aspects in language 

attitudes. First, many see Hangzhouhua as a point of pride in their family heritage and 

their connection to their hometown. Second, such a strong connection between family 

and Hangzhouhua may limit language usage in other spheres. If speakers are 

accustomed to only thinking about Hangzhouhua in relation to domestic life, their 

usage may not extend much further than the home. 

3.4 Discussion 

My data from my four interview informants and 25 survey participants supports the 

impression of an overall slow decline of Hang zhouhua. First, the number of speakers is 

slowly shrinking, because the language is not necessarily being fully transmitted to 

younger generations. A smaller percentage of today 's youth are fluent m 

Hangzhouhua than the generation 30 years ago. Of those younger speakers who may 

still be receptively fluent, progre ssively fewer of them can actually produce the 

language. I expect that Hang zhouhua may become seriou sly endangered within two or 

three generations if the current younger generation has limited spoken fluency and 
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may only be able to pass a few words or phrases on to their children's generation. 

Many Hangzhouhua speakers lamented the fact that young people cannot or do not 

speak Hangzhouhua as much, which is a similar sentiment shared among T'rung 

elders in Perlin's (2009) research. Second, the range of domains where Hangzhouhua is 

spoken is also shrinking. There is a shift from public to private domains. Although it is 

still fairly common to encounter older people conversing in Hangzhouhua publicly, 

Putonghua has become the common language of communication in most public spaces, 

especially schools. Hangzhou's large population of domestic immigrants also drives 

the demand for Putonghua in public. Like the T'rung respondents, the vast majority of 

my Hangzhouhua respondents agreed that Putonghua was important in public spaces. 

Consequently, Hangzhouhua is pushed to more local and marginal spaces such as the 

local vegetable market. In rarer cases, Hangzhouhua is still spoken in the workplace, 

but only among colleagues who are all Hangzhou locals. Increasingly we find that 

Hangzhouhua is solely spoken with family at home. 

Grenoble and Whaley (2006) characterize this situation as gradual attrition, 

wherein a slow shift from the local language towards a language of wider 

communication drives language loss over generations. At first, many Hangzhou locals 

seemed to hold positive language attitudes towards Hangzhouhua, expressing pride in 

their linguistic and cultural heritage, as well regret surrounding language loss in 

younger generations. My survey data suggested a correlation between positive 

language attitudes and stronger language ability. Respondents who were more fluent 

in Hangzhouhua indicated that they were more likely to pass the language on to their 

children. Respondents who had limited fluency expressed more feelings of indifference 

towards Hangzhouhua. However, these positive attitudes are more mixed in reality. 

While speakers say they attach pride and importance to the language, they do not 

necessarily have a strong desire to use Hangzhouhua beyond local or domestic 
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settings, such as in literary or academic settings. Thus, the shrinking number of 

domains in which Hangzhouhua is actively used contributes to its gradual attrition. 

Similar to Perlin's (2009) study on T'rung attitudes, I observed the same trend 

that Hangzhouhua speakers were in favor of preserving the language, but they didn't 

actually use it as much in public spaces. The lack of interest in the literature as well as 

the lack of strong revitalization sentiments reveal that attitudes may seem positive but 

are in fact more indifferent. Alternatively, speakers may face too many obstacles to 

have the energy to invest in the needed level of activism. Attitudes m some 

circumstances could be read as negative because speakers tend to devalue 

Hangzhouhua as a serious language suitable for wide usage. An important factor is the 

difficulty of writing Hangzhouhua using Chinese characters, because most speakers 

see the characters as meant for Piitonghua. Hence, no literature purely written in 

Hangzhouhua exists and speakers dissociate the language from writing and other 

official or academic spheres. Instead they only see Hangzhouhua for its expressive, 

sentimental qualities in conversation in local or family settings. 

My study was fairly different from that of Zhou (2001) because our frameworks 

for studying language attitudes were inherently different. Zhou's matched guise tests 

were designed on the basis of testing for attitudes that revealed associations with social 

status or local solidarity. Zhou found that attitudes did not cluster along the traditional 

association of social status with Piitonghua and local solidarity with the local dialects 

due to low social distance between Piitonghua speakers and local dialect speakers. 

Conversely, my results settled along different dimensions than those considered by 

Zhou. My results shed light on the discrepancies between attitudes and actions. In 

other words, speakers said they were in favor of preserving or passing down 

Hangzhouhua, while their actions revealed that they did not use Hangzhouhua as 

much in public domains. For the purposes of evaluating language and usage attitudes, 

this paradox was a crucial factor that unveiled true usage attitudes. 
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Regardless of whether language attitudes are positive or negative, attitudes 

themselves cannot alter the reality that Hangzhouhua's usage is declining over 

generations as younger generations are primarily speaking Piitonghua. While positive 

language attitudes and individual initiative can help pass down Hangzhouhua within 

the family, these efforts have limited efficacy when public domains support the 

widespread use of Piitonghua. 

4 Language Revitalization Efforts 

According to Grenoble and Whaley (2006), language revitalization is the process of 

increasing the relative number of speakers of a language and expanding its current 

domains of usage. In most cases, community language attitudes must be changed in 

order for language revitalization to occur (Grenoble & Whaley 2006). While changes in 

external influences such as laws governing language use in public domains can 

certainly help or hinder language revitalization, this process also relies on the 

motivation of the future speakers and the local communities themselves. In this section, 

I will discuss government-led and local initiatives surrounding language revitalization 

nationally and in Hangzhou. I will then evaluate their possible impact on the future 

vitality Hangzhouhua. 

Currently, the Chinese Ministry of Education, in partnership with the Center for 

Preserving and Researching Chinese Language Resources at Beijing Language and 

Culture University (BLCU), is implementing the Project for Preserving Chinese 

Language Resources (Zhonggu6 yuyan zzyuan baohu gongcheng). This project invites 

linguists and dialectologists to conduct fieldwork and language documentation across 

all provinces. In addition to surveying Chinese dialects, the project aims to survey 

national ethnic minority languages and the linguistic and cultural background of ethnic 
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minority groups (Zhongguo Yuyan 2017). BLCU expects the project to be completed in 

2020. 

At a more local level, language revitalization sentiments have appeared on 

Internet forums and social media platforms, such as WeChat official accounts, which I 

will introduce below. 

WeChat ID: 
aishanghangzhouhua 

fitfflA~~fffi1'~fit#li!~? 1.JDA~fn. -E~ 
...l:.fit#li! ! 

Fig. 4. Aishang Hangzhouhuas WeChat account slogan in Mandarin, translated as 
"How can Hangzhou peaple not speakHangzhouhua? Follow us, fall in love with 
Hdngzhouhuatogether!" 

Aishang Hangzhouhua (~...l:.mfNi:li) is an account on the social media platform, 

WeChat [Fig. 4.), whose purpose is to "set up a platform for people to study 

Hangzhouhua and to understand Hangzhou culture, to make people fall in love with 

Hangzhouhua, and to pass on Hangzhou stories from generation to generation."• 

Aishang Hangzhouhua was created on Feburary 19, 2017 and was active daily 

until March 9, 2017. It is currently no longer active. 

The account posted articles in Putonghua on topics such as Hangzhouhua 

vocabulary and phrase lists with recordings of pronunciations [Fig. 5), external 

resources for learning Hangzhouhua [Fig. 6.), the history of the dialect, as well as two 

•Translated from the 19 Febw-,uy2017 post on Aishang H angzhouhua ·a1ri..ir~i~ii:t~-1-lJ!:tt. 79!!! 
$~AA ~1rJ~.!t-1-!1t ;J-ttHI it, Tl!Uii:HI 1,:fl:; lJ!:tt. U !I!$~ A~ .t-litHI it. U-litHI ~:f:.t!ti~-1\lit. " 
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short tests. The Hangzhouhua language media resource list was fairly limited; it listed 

three television programs: Alii1t6u's News Report (~PJ"n~i-Jt,~Jl'fJ), Wo he n1 shuo ("fxfo 

1JIT1-Jt.), Happy Tea House (:ff,t..,~t~l), as well as two web fomms: Baidi1's Hangzhouhua 

Web Fomm (s}jt~i!;neJ.q:il¥Jtf[JHi!~i!;neJ.) and 19L6u Hangzhouhua Web Fomm (19 ~ITT 
tJi:f§"i!~i!;PeJ.). 

The second WeChat account concerning language conservation is Zhejang 

Xiangyin. This platform is designed to disseminate and communicate news about the 

Zhejiang Province Preserving Language Resources Project (Zhejiangsheng Baohit Yuyan 

Ziyuan Gongcheng). While not exclusively specific to Hangzhouhua, Zhejiang Xiangyin 

focuses on the language preservation of all dialects spoken within the province. The 

mission of the account is specifically to "make everyone together preserve language 

and inherit and pass on Chinese civilization" [Fig. 7]. 

01 

02 

Fig. 5. An example excerpt from a vocabulary list. 1) 11 Thank you" xiexie in Putonghuii, 
jiajia in Hangzhouhua 2) 11Mouse" shu in Putonghua, laochu in Hangzhouhua 
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(Q)ftfflffil\St 
!ti1189$ m~tE ~, tl~tl:l Jl,flH.U011Jli.!t 
UUOf1Jli.!t) :lUitffi E§flll El ~89- ffl "ffitiil!IS1. D ~ •'n El. 
UUOf1Jli.!t) 'n El F'9~ .:!J~* El 'f mffi $ §\*~~t&~89~:J,tg "ffitiil V,\~•, ffl~ffi A!IS1.D 

89153:t1~lffiffitii!F'9~.i!mffi~!.m~. 'n El ~ffi~~~ . lf §\89t!ilff:I, ~~1-'n § 89ffi~z ~. 
UUOf1Jli.!t) 89~ur~ffi A~C~ffif;?,~~. M;g~m~~i!~ffi, 1§:g~fflmffli!~ffi, 

-1:g :!!~ 33 mffl -t!Dfi t.i ::r:m89tt~. 
lffitl:lll1fiiJ: &~~...t.9: 00-9: 30 
tif.¥ffi~: ***** 

Fig. 6. Short description of Wo he n1 shuo, a television local news program broadcast in 
Hangzhouhua. 

WeChat ID: gh_0d183d53140c 

">tfi>I~ff"R:>tfi>Iamgm~•tp I~llfflffl}i 
ffi~•8. ~~>tnrr~m=~Fiff~~~m~ 
iire~•8. ~~~Wl""Fi~~~ff~BSJ. ~~1± •~~~~ffl.Uftm*~-~. ,,••m=m 
~. ~jf(tp$>{~" ! 

Fig. 7. Zhejiang Xiangytn's account description 

Zhejiang Xiangyin has been active since December 5, 2016, posting articles on 

progress updates from of the Preserving Language Resources Project, local news 
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stories of language conservation, public announcements seeking dialect speakers with 

requirements and contact information. 

All three examples of language revitalization efforts above are beneficial but 

realistically have limited efficacy towards maintaining Hangzhouhua's vitality. The 

Preserving Chinese Language Resources Project and Zhejiang Xiangyin seem to place 

heavier emphasis on language documentation. While documentation is an important 

part of language preservation, it does not actively change existing government policies 

promoting Putonghua in schools and other public domains. In this case, language 

documentation may emerge as a response to the limited options available for changing 

the official status of Hangzhouhua. At the least, linguists and dialectologists are 

conducting fieldwork to survey dialects locally and at large across the country. On the 

other hand, Aishang Hangzhouhua attempted to take a more active role in teaching the 

language and promoting awareness of other language resources available to those 

interested in learning Hangzhouhua. While the number of followers for Aishang 

Hangzhouhua is unknown, the account seemed to create an informal but consistent 

platform for language learning and appreciation. The account was only active for a 

brief month, but it still managed to produce a substantial archive of resources. While 

these three revitalization efforts may not have much sway in the political sphere, they 

do have a role in changing on-the-ground language awareness, by disseminating 

information and making language resources more widely available. 

Overall, these efforts are well intentioned, but they are probably not enough to 

affect the decline of Hangzhouhua. As sections 2.3, 2.4, and 3 have shown, the future of 

Hangzhouhua hinges on government language policy as well as speakers' language 

and usage attitudes. The language revitalization efforts above are important, but they 

are not powerful enough to change language policy or shift speakers' underlying 

attitudes and values towards Hangzhouhua. 
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5 Conclusion 

The research outlined and analyzed above shows the language attitudes of 

Hangzhouhua speakers, whose language is still vital but starting to show signs of 

sharp decline. My survey and interview data reveals two trends for Hangzhouhua. 

First, Hangzhouhua is pushed towards marginal social domains, whereas Putonghua is 

increasingly standard in public domains. Second, the language is losing younger 

speakers. While the older generation still actively uses Hangzhouhua, increasingly 

fewer young people are speaking the language. The younger people who still speak 

Hangzhouhua primarily do so in order to communicate with older family members. 

My interview data also unveils speakers' mixed attitudes towards Hangzhouhua. Most 

speakers take pride in speaking Hangzhouhua; however, they believe that the 

language is most suitable for domestic, conversational settings, and is not serious or 

formal enough for academic, literary, or more public settings. The association between 

Hangzhouhua and informality as well as interpersonal closeness reinforce s the 

suitability of its usage within family settings, but also limits the languag e's rang e of 

usage beyond the dome stic sphere. 

The language attitudes expressed above acknowledge the external pressures 

enacted upon Hangzhouhua, such as the standardization of Putonghua in public , 

especially in education, as well as the increased demand for Putonghua as a common 

communication medium between Hangzhou's domestic immigrant population. These 

factors contribute to the slow decline of Hangzhouhua, but they are not the ultimate 

deciding factors in th e language's fat e. Sp eakers' internalized language attitudes also 

play a majo r role in maintaining and revitali zing the language. The Pre se rving Chinese 

Language Resources Project and small er local revitalization effort s led on social media 

are certainly beneficial in documenting the language and spreading cultural awareness 

of the language. However, these efforts are not powerful enough to change internalized 
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language attitudes or the non-existent political status of Hangzhouhua. Foti 

revitalization to be truly successful , speakers would ne ed to de eply reconsider th ei 

beliefs and values held towa rds Hangzhouhua and commit to passing on the languag e 

and active ly using the language in a wide r ra nge of domains. Language attitudes ma Y. 

not be powerful enough to enact language poli cy change, yet rev italization is nearl Y. 

impossible without the motivation of the s eak ers thems elves. 

While my research is not a comprehensive sample of Hangzhouhua speakers, it 

sheds light on a small slice of the Hangzhouhua speaker community. I hope this thesis 

raises awareness of Hangzhouhua's declining condition and also spurs wider-scale 

work on Hangzhouhua that would improve the language 1 s future prospects. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Interview questions (English/Mandarin) 
Ethnographic Interview: Hangzhouhua Language Attitudes 
tJtfl·I Axt-=f ;J;Jt 1'1tir § EJ{_J & 

For my senior thesis I am studying the vitality of the Hangzhou dialect. I am interested 
in understanding the language attitude of native Hangzhou speakers towards their 
dialect. I would like to do a 20 min interview about your thoughts. Your participation 
is completely voluntary. 
ftEJ{_J*f4i-a § '¥:i{';j(~ § §P ifJ'i:1'1'17J§ EJ{_J~i/J-jJ D ft!£ T MiJtiJ;Ji:1'1H! EJ{_J Axt-=f ifJ'i:1'1·1 i! EJ{_J~ 
m.ftm~m2o*#m~w~~~m~.~ffe~~T*~~~~~D 
May I use your first name, or would you prefer I use a pseudonym? 
Do I have permission to record? 
ft~~~~ffl~~~*? ~*~~ft~ftffl~~~*· ft~fflft~. 

ic3r:ft11'J s{]*in? 

Requirement: Participant must be a native speaker of Hangzhouhua ~*: ~in*s{_J£ti-a~;tJt1-1rii 

This interview is comprised of two sections -- section 1 surveys participants 
background information and language ability, section 2 surveys participants language 
attitudes about Hangzhouhua and surveys their Hangzhouhua use. 
~~~*~~TW*, ffi-W*~~TTM~~*TA~A~M&.ffi=W*~~TT 
M~in*M-=f i]UJ'i:1'1'1 i!s{]~lt ~& ~in*1tffl;J;Jt1'i'I i!s{]:J:mir*~~. 

Expected interview time: 15-20min 
*in!Pt rsJ: 1s Ju 20 JJ"# 1i.E 

Section 1 

1. How long have you lived in Hangzhou? 
{)f\{±B:tJt1'i'I--$~ T ? 

2. How old are you? 
{)f\-,$7(? 

3. What is your occupation? 
{)f\ itiJ: 1t 1.-I ft ? 

4. How well do you speak Hangzhouhua? 
1t ~i,jf: mttiJ EJ{_J ifJi:1+1 i! IJI!J? 

1 (know a few words ~omJL,t-1:.µr]) 
2 
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3 (can hold basic conversation *iti1frij J'i'Ls'JN2 §) 
4 
5 (can speak about anything 1t1--itN2~*itii:) 

5. Do you use Putonghua in your day-to-day life? 
{)}\ff S ~!3:.jr5i,,;)ttfiffiitO~? 

(Y /N) (i#/~i#) 

Section 2 

What's happening to your language? 
f)J\W:f~tJtflHtIEtEtz 1:.1t1--*{t:? 

• Where do you hear Hangzhouhua spoken? 
{)]\ .s:iz rj a UJ}j) m uJrfiJ tfi}IHt ? 

• Who speaks Hangzhouhua in your community? 
{)J\3:JZrj o}rJ1Ji1H#tfU·l·I it? 

• Elders? 
:=t"f-,A? 

• Children? 
iJ,J:lJ:lbZ? 

What are the situations in which you might speak Hangzhouhua? 
f)J\3:JZrj ffUJ}j).l!:l;:.:J:Jh~i#tfi}IHt ? 

• Do you speak it with your parents? 
filNxf-3:o~ ? 

• Do you speak it with you friends? 
filNJ:lJ:lbZO~? 

• Do you speak it while shopping? At home? At work? At school? 
aJmrn, *m, I wJ'i'L11t, '¥:i3(n~? 

What does Hangzhouhua mean to you? 
x,f{)J\*i~, tJt1'1Ht1f1t1--~x? 

• Is being able to speak Hangzhouhua important to you? 
x1~*~' ~-*ttffi~-~~-~? 

• Do you think speaking Hangzhouhua shapes your identity as a Hangzhou 
native?Ifso,why? 
~W:ffl~*~~~ttffi~~~~ttffi,A~ffi~-fil?~*~' ~tt1--? 

• Do you think dialect serves as a cultural heritage? 
1fJ;Jt:f~ 1f §ti)( 1-t~r" 01:JJ? 
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Appendix B: Questionnaire (English/ Mandarin) 

WeChat Survey: H.ingzhouhua Language Attitudes 
•m~~ww:mmAMr~ffln§~~~ 
For my senior thesis I am studying the vitality of the Hangzhou dialect. I am interested 
in understanding the language attitude of native Hangzhou speakers towards their 
dialect. 
ft s':J * t4 ii§ '¥: it x H2 §I §P tJ1J1·1 n § s':J frf n D ft 1~ T Nt iJUJiJ1·1 i! s':J AM r tJ1Jlfi! s':J 

Do you consent to participate in this research? 
{$!BJ~ ~jJQ *WW ll~? 

Requirement: Participant must be a native speaker of Hangzhouhua 
>1<: • ijj ::jlr s':J-BJ ii~ tJ1JlH! 

This survey is comprised of two sections -- section 1 surveys participants background 
information and language ability, section 2 surveys participants language attitudes 
about Hangzhouhua and surveys their Hangzhouhua use. 

ffi-W*~~TTffllt-~::jlr~A~A~mm.ffi=W*~~TT 
••~*Mr*~ffl~~~~~&-~::jlr~ffl~ffl~~~~-
Section 1 

1. How long have you lived in Hangzhou? 
1ITT{:±1=EtJcfM $/J.. T ? 

2. How old are you? 
1ITT$:x? 

3. What is your occupation? 
1ITTiij:1t1" I ft ? 

4. How well do you speak Hangzhouhua? 
1t ¾-iJt mtfU B':J tJi:1+1 i! ll~? 

1 (know a few words 
2 
3 (can hold basic conversation ~ititffi $s1H2 El) 
4 
5 (can speak about anything 1t1" i!H2;/m~itit) 

5. Do you use Putonghua in your day-to-day life? 
1ITTH: 13 ~~i~iJttfimi!ll~? 

(Y /N) (i,jt: /~i,jt:) 
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Section 2 

1. How often do you speak Hangzhouhua with your parents? 
1ITTI!Zrj £Hxf,3:ijH,1i}l'I iio-"b? 
Never 1 2 3 Occasionally 4 
-,~;fflVFi_f!: {/ii$ 

2. How often do you speak Hangzhouhua with your friends? 
1ITT I!Z rj £HJm tz iJHJi}l'I ii O-"b ? 
Never 1 2 3 Occasionally 4 
- -~tffVF ijj: {/ii JF 

3. How often do you speak Hangzhouhua at home? 
1ITTI!Zrjf:E*m ifttJu,,,, iio-"b? 
Never 1 2 3 Occasionally 
--~~7Gijj: {/ii$ 

4 5 Always 
l~,£ 

4. How often do you speak Hangzhouhua in public life? 
1ITTI!Zrjf:E0~:l:mirifttJcfl'i-ii O-"b? 
Never 1 2 3 Occasionally 
--~~7Fi,jj: {/ii$ 

4 5 Always 
-~t£ 

5. If you were to have a child, how likely would you teach your child to speak 
Hangzhouhua? 

Unlikely 1 2 3 4 5 Likely 
7F~ 

6. How important is being able to speak Hangzhouhua to you? 
xt1ITT*iJ?., ijj:tJi}l'iii1i:I:~~? 
Unimportant 1 2 3 
7F:I:~ 

a. Why? (optional) 
791t¼? 

4 5 Very important 
1F~:I:~ 

7. Anything else you want to share? (optional) 
*~ttffl~. 
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Appendix C: Transcript of Interview with Z.L. Zhou 
Recorded on 14 Oct 2017 

00:26 
Kai: How long have you lived in Hangzhou? 
ZL: Well uh ... I lived here until I was for and then I've lived there for a few summers ever 
since, so in total I probably have spent, I don't know, maybe something like six years, maybe 
six years or so. 
K: And how old are you? 
Z: I'm24 now 
K: And what's your occupation, I guess just for the record? 
Z: Yeah, I'm a graduate student 
K: And then how well for you speak Hangzhouhua? If I had a scale from 1 to 5 .... where would 
you rate your speaking ability? 
Z: probably a 1, probably a 1 
K: What about your receptive fluency? 
Z: yeah I think I'd be at least a four maybe a five. I probably wouldn't understand on any 
topic. .. like politics for example would probably be entirely beyond me. But if you were to start 
telling me about things that I could see for example, you know , like oh this tree and then here's 
a story about it, that would be , um I'm sorry, I don't know if you can hear that [helicopter 
noises] 
02:12 
K: Yeah, uh I can. So you were saying ... do you mind repeating that bit? ... That tree or like 
politics were beyond you. 
Z: I think I could understand politics as long as we worked up to it. But if you started talking 
about you know like, the issues inherent in communist theory ... I don't know what's going on. 
But if you were to be like you know how like this person's the premier and has this policy, I'd 
be like okay yeah I follow. 
K: Fair. And then the last question I have is do you use Putonghua in your daily life? 
Z: Yeah, more or less. 

03:05 
K: So, can you tell me a little bit about what's happening to your language, Hangzhouhua? 
Z: hmm okay so uh, I should preface this by saying I don't know that many young people in 
Hangzhou, but I know a few. And of them, very few speak Hangzhouhua fluently. Very few of 
them produce it fluently. Uh although everyone I do know is capable of understanding it. So 
these would be the people I'm thinking of are between the ages of uh, wow at this point, 20 to 
30. So that decade. And I think I only know one person in Hangzhou who can actually speak 
Hangzhouhua fluently in that age range. 
K: Is this a family member or just a different friend? 
Z: He's a friend of the family's 
K: So otherwise, from your experience in Hangzhou, who do you mainly hear speaking 
Hangzhouhua? 
Z: Definitely older people. So my mother and my aunt are fluent speakers. My mother is, this 
year she is turning 58 ... no 54. This year she's turning 54, sorry. And my father, my father 
doesn't speak it. My aunt does, my aunt is I think three years yo unger, so in their fifties. Uh 
they're both in their fifties now. As well as of course my grandparents on my mother's 
side ... who are both now in their eighties. 
05:17 
K: Great, so obviously as you said before , you aren't native -- you can't produce , but ... so I 
guess this question is more like, the situations in which you hear other people around you 
speaking Hangzhouhua. 
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Z: Well, I normally hear Hangzhouhua as like a, as a conversational language. Oh sorry I have 
to--

[break] 
06:40 
Z: Okay, so, sorry what was the question again? 
K: Sure, um what are the situations in which you hear others, or in which you would speak 
Hangzhouhua? 
Z: Yeah, so I definitely think of it as a conversational language and a language that's spoken at 
home. Uh so when I'm in Hangzhou , if we're like at my grandmother's or aunt's house, for 
example, a lot of conversation is carried on in Hangzhouhua. So you know like ... oh you got 
here so late! What was happening? or uh, like I'm making shrimp, come help me take the heads 
off ... Also you know when we're out, especially my grandmother and her friends, you know, 
are like at the park for example, she runs into some friends, she'll be like, oh let me show you, 
this is my grandson. Normally I would expect that to be in Hangzhouhua as well. Uh sorry is 
that loud? [water running] 

[moves to a different room] 
08:25 
Z: ... family members or close friends um, when my mom calls my grandmother they speak in 
Hangzhouhua of course. But it's very ... so like my cousin, she's turning 21 this year , and she ... 
I think you know it's very much like my family knows that I'm interested in the language, so if 
I'm around and it's just me and a bunch of older people, uh they'll speak it more normally 
because they're all like, ZL, he's fluent you know, so he can understand us. 
K: Fluent being like receptively fluent, right? Do you speak it back to them, or no? 
Z: I mean very, very little. Like I can say, I don't want this, you know, stuff like that. 
K: Fair 
Z: But they're like, ZL can understand us, so we can speak to him in this. But so my cousin, 
who's turning 21, is I think a little less receptively fluent, you know she's spent a lot of her time 
at boarding schools, so wh en she's around, they'll still talk to her in Hangzhouhua for some 
like really obvious things. Like, time to eat, stuff like that. But if the y 're like speaking to her , 
probably a bit less. 
K: Then what language would they use with her ? 
Z: They would use Putonghua, or something, yeah. And uh my brother who' s turning 18, or he 
actually just turned 18, he speaks no Hangzhouhua and doesn ' t understand it very well either , 
so when they speak to him, they would only speak to him in Putonghua. 
K: That's interesting. Are there any other situations in which you'd hear it or just the few you 
mentioned ? 
Z: Well I think you know so my grandmother frequents certain grocery stores or uh things like 
that. So the grocery store near her house is a pretty old one, I think it's been around for a while. 
And I think she'll speak sometimes to, Hangzhouhua, to people there. I think if she knows 
them and she knows that they can understand it. But if we were to go to a big store, like a 
Carrefour ... 
K: -1'* ~ :f:h 
Z: right, exactly. That would not happen ... 
And I think there' s a certain sense of formality or a certain sen se of informality that 
Hangzhouhua has. U m so my grandparents are both very ... I think they're very proper people, 
they have very strong ideas of like how to behave, and so for example , when we leave the 
apartment area, and you know like say hi or good morning to the guard person ... I'm pretty 
sure my grandmother always says hi in Pu tonghua. 
12:09 
K: So which--you associate formality with which language, versus informality ... ? 
Z: Putonghua, yeah Putonghua 
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K: But then like Hangzhouhua, from what you've been talking about ... has a sense of 
informality, right? 
Z: Yes. I would think so 
12:37 
K: ... So with your friends in China, what language do you speak in? 
Z: Uh, Putonghua 
K: Yeah, that makes sense given ... all the government efforts to promote Putonghua in 
education ... 
So you would not speak Hangzhouhua in school 
Z: Yeah, yeah, you know, I think uh I, my family sort of views me as exceptional for that fact 
that I am interested in Hangzhouhua and am capable of understanding it. 
I've definitely heard sentiments that you know it's kind of a shame that nobody speaks--that 
young people don't speak Hangzhouhua anymore. Um you know, it never goes so far as to be 
like, oh I wish they would teach it, per se, no one ever says that. They do say like, uh young 
people just can't understand. 
K: That leveling is really helpful to me, like people are expressing a sense of pity or shame or 
loss, but it's not like, from your perspective, people have been like, oh we should teach it in 
schools. 
Z: Yeah, no, I don't think there are any strong revitalization sentiments that I'm aware of. 
14:40 
K: That's good to know ... yeah great, then my last question is, what does Hangzhouhua mean 
to you? 
Z: Well, uh I mean that's a very complicated question ... so in my professional capacity, it's a 
fascinating point of data, which is in danger of being lost forever. Uh you know there are lots 
of disagreements about Hangzhouhua. Is it a Mandarin language? Is it Wu? What's going on? 
You know, stuff like that. But on a more personal level, I think it's like a sense of connection to 
the past. You know ... mandarin has really become the standard through the efforts of the 
government and I think this is only natural in a way, but it sort of makes it difficult to 
appreciate the culture of the non-north essentially. Like literature has been written in 
Hangzhouhua, uh it exists to some extent, but very few people are interested in it. Or very few 
people are interested in expressing themselves in it. Which is like, I feel like, kind of a shame , 
as someone who is very interested in literature, you know, it seems sad that this potential 
source or method of expression is like not being used or is going to go away. 
It's also a sense of connection to my family, um obviously, I think, you know , because of the 
settings where I hear it, whenever I hear Hangzhouhua, I'm pretty excited. And it's very--1 
think that's one of the reasons why I would consider myself a native speaker, even though I'm 
really only receptively fluent. Uh, because you know that feeling when you've been abroad for 
a long time, and you've learned French for example, but you don't speak it that well, and 
you've been in France for a month and you hear someone saying something in English and 
you're like, oh my god! you're a native English speaker! 
K: Yeah [laughs] like, my people! 
Z: Exactly, exactly. So you know I feel that sense of excitement when I hear someone speaking 
Hangzhouhua. 
So I think there's definitely an emotional connection there for me. And you know it 's also like I 
think ... my parents and grandparents' generation, right, they're very reserved in a lot of ways. 
Hoth hernuse of the eeneral Chinese inclination towards that, hut also the hardships they've 
gone through. So I feel like there's a lot of things I don't know about their past. And 
Hangzhouhua seems to me like an aspect of that. So, I try to ask my grandmother like, how do 
you say this in Hangzhouhua? Like stuff like that. But it goes very slowly ... and um you know 
I wish I were able to produce more, because I feel like that would be nice , and it would make 
me feel more connected to this very mysterious past of like ... you know I just-- I have a lot of 
questions which I don't think I'll get properly answered ... l'm sorry is that vague? 
K: No, I'm agreeing there .... 
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19:26 
Z: ... I guess what I mean is like, my grandparents both lived through the revolution and that 
was a very complicated time. My grandparents' generation is very large, so my grandmother 
had five sisters and two brothers and so they have all together an enormous range of 
experiences relating to life in China in the fifties and what that means. And I feel like this just 
isn't the sort of thing you talk about in Putonghua. 
I don't mean to say that my grandparents aren't fluent in Putonghua, actually they're both 
extremely fluent as former literature professors, so they really do speak Putonghua very well. 
But because of the sort of innate association between Putonghua and formality and 
Hangzhouhua and informality, also Hangzhouhua and interpersonal closeness, I feel like when 
we talk in Putonghua, it's always about more serious, like not serious per se, more like surface 
level serious stuff, you know it's always stuff like, how's school going? Like have you been 
exercising? Like I feel like your father looks very tired, is he sleeping enough? Like it's always 
stuff like that. 
K: Then what role does Hangzhouhua play? 
Z: So I feel like Hangzhouhua has more of an emotional, like expressiveness in our family. So 
when my grandparents and their siblings make jokes, they're making jokes in Hangzhouhua. 
You know, they're talking about funny stories in Hangzhouhua. That doesn't happen in 
Putonghua as much. 

22:12 
Z: There's a master's dissertation that was written on Hangzhouhua in the late eighties, I think 
K: Yeah Richard Simmons, yeah that was the only thing that came up when I searched 
Hangzhouhua 
Z: Yeah it feels like--it really is! 
K: It's kind of sad 
Z: And it's very, it's so distressing to find that there really hasn't been a lot of literature on 
Hangzhouhua, because from like a cultural standpoint, I feel like the three cultural centers of 
eastern China--1 don't know anything about western China, so I can't say--but I feel like the 
three historical cultural centers of eastern China have been Xianggang, Hangzhou, and Beijing. 
And really, Beijing was the newcomer to that scene. It was Xianggang and Hangzhou for a 
really long time. So it's great I think what Hong Kong has been able to do to keep their 
language and keep their culture alive and keep their literary tradition alive as well, but it's 
such a shame that Hangzhou hasn't been able to do that as much. 
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Appendix D: Transcript of Interview with Fan Jiaying 
Recorded on 19 Oct 2017 

02:30 

tt : -It~ T ffi!t , 1h, 'ltt18 m)+I i1,;· f!JM±:&: 4.11 · i- tt Rq :ft {-t ? 
m: -It'ltt1G' j'E::;fj'E:f!lJtti5lmJ-1·1 i! iITTiftf..AJt txJ,' 0 -It'ltt:fG 40 .17 J;J..tRqAti:M1l.tRqBJ {~' ti:0 
UJt&if:tv:HxXi5lmJ+I i11i o r.tFnif tiR¢J A. JJd;,f;;fGfilifn:a fili{iJ R¢J ~-f Ffl.TTi1~1'.',ii~:i.fili11i o cJt=M 
tUmJ+IRq lnHtfmhITTRJlli o ~~fM'Jti:11 ¾-tfRqT.fl:F,1':!ftTT.fl o 
03:28 
ti: 1h(Sf-B'1ttl!ll~Jl~ffil}/'i;r!Jr r~m;HH!i? 
m: 0x+-..t. ?.tFnlfL:Yffi.Rqfmh, ~4!!;},;, ;i;±~o O O xt . j±j'E::fl.t1'.',, ttrfuJ:mFfl.o 
ti: )J~-It'ltt:fG::ftEI' 0 )J~1h,tt)J~Jl~fmh ITTB-1{~' {h<i'r!Jr rH'ftiJt-mJ-Hi1V 
m: i'ftW,J? 
ti: iffi3).JqA, 1J\RJllio " " 11 ¾tfRqA? 
m: -n;t;:,jd3lj'E:iffi3).:fiq A!E1'.',, {.B.j'E:J£;'ltt18 tl:!,i;~;Jfi r~ - ILY+ .17 fiq A, fili,{i'Jti:Tfr ITTBJf~, fili,{f] 
'ltt:fGfU }l-,t-l {fUtITT AxrJrDJiJt'ltt18) IJ m)+I ii\xrlrE!E>kiJi' !Eh~ 0 )jiJt~lft' ;!t~J£;'ltt:f811.t:~ 0) i:z 
i1A~ . ~-1:vwr fiq # rrtt\ o :t'-'fmfn i5lmJ+li1i . 1Jti'm1&1nmi ill fiq Affi t:11= ff :tJq Jt\ 1tt o 
ti : lift& ITT ? 
z>-. rJ' .,'-'-f./.n 1.-i l.!.. · --r~Yl1,J/H o 

ti: :4Hh,i5lmJ+lt1i;·. f.B.tE:-ItR PJ i;J i5l~:i.filt1i;·. 1h,i't1l=ff-It 1111? tE:~-t-EJJ\J1111? 
m: ~tE:--t-lllii1H1i O {h,;i;± ii218 ' -11'-lx;£tl}eLRqB,Jf~' ?.-t Fn)J~-t-~~HUillfJ? i5lA¢JtE:m)'i'ii1i 
11g ? ?.-t Fn -It 11]i5l fiq tE: ~ j_fil i11i O ?.t Fn-1£; 'ltt:fG fM'J ft~ -t-B ,J{~ i5lmJ-IH11i JJiJttit ili T fili, 1n ,L [HJ Rt* * 0 )jiJt 
!E j; ili O O O ;!t !E h {t ' xtfm {f1;',jd5l O ifr,* 'rti ITT B ,J {~ 0 

-It'ltt1G i1 fili 1fJ fiq * * !E ·j; ili" 
06:22 
ti: 1h,tt l!IJ~i1~0:!-Um-@-~ Y:>l~ r!Jr J~/J\RJllii5lmJ'IH!i? 
m : ~Jft i1 o xti1 l;}J 111°J I J\ RJJ li o 

ti: f.B.tE: )i:-RJ;i;±i:zrtJ fili.1fJ fiqft-fi5lm)+lii'i 1111? 
m: tl1ttlx1"' -It'ltt18 0 ~7j)i:-RJfU1Ht-f' Jm)i:-Rt~ i~ -+ 17' ?.tFn-It-L Mfii5l' #::f ~~l!.Y + 
17 i;J..t'i:i5lmJ+I t1,;· o -1t1tt18-It~JrHtf iHt -f Rq •1-r 1.rfrJHJ1J PJtt3!E1'.',i5ZmJ+I t1,;· o 
07:17 
ti: H1,.lf B'1ttl!IJ~i1~Jm-@-iJt-mJ+I i1V 
ffi: ~eBITT~.~RtE:~~ITT*AfU~ITT~-Mlimmffl~o~::f*~fflfUlnl~fUAAlimmffi 
i11i" -It~ t~rntHili 1i'JiJt-~:i.fil i11i" 
tt: tt~Ffl., ttitftTJ:. 1h<::f*i:iJt-mJ+li!io 
m: xt 
tt: ti:1h,Rq~~, {h,i'iJt-11-¾tfITTiA·i:f? 
m: ~:i.fili1,;o 
ti : JJ~..t iW fiq B,J{~ tl1i:zi5l ~:i.fili!i 11g? 
m: xt. xt o 

ti: JJ~fh,, Mfi..tiW, 1h,i:iJt-11 ¾ftRqiA i:f? 
ffi: ~tE:--t-~t~. -I£;f,A,1J\J~).::/'fr~·mttUlnl~i5l~:i.fili11io f.B.tE:-Ittt..t*JJ4', ~4-'RqBJ{~. ;!t~lnl 
$: shou T J:JFn-n'ittrizi3lm)+li!i" xt-ItM~ -,r;1;t;,t-,W1J o xt o 
ti: JJ~fh,, ti:1h,fiq*Ffl.i'fttl1tbJt-mJ+li!i? 
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m: maju. ~#ITTAmaju . 
ti: 1~,~SH-J:!tftb.R<J !ll'.:'.(}~£1.m:, 7,sj"P[:\? 
m: xt 
ti: Rtt1~,. xt. JJ~1~,ITT-,J~Rt:m)J1!,tttll.il+.~ t:J_tlrip 
ffi:~ITTWWfflffl~fil~m~~- - - ~ill- 0 -~- - ~- 0 -=+ILil-=+li-=+Am#. 
Jt~ tt 1£J}J.. m -~ ff ~#i • tt :Jt).:r:U li/\ -~ R<J • 
1~: ftb.1fJ i~ iJiEfiJ R<JmfH i1'i· 11g? 
m: xt. rmtu ITT. 
ti : mf l=I ' 1~, ITT '.\z B 'A'[l R HJ i~ tJtj+i i1'i I 1g ? 
m: xt 
ti : frJHPJ . '.>'~0 '.>'H~ nJi;, ? 
ffi: xt. Jt~.#-~~WttMJt~~hM*mffl4WITT - ~filmttFn*~$mffl~-~-jf: 
- ILL!+~. • • ~1J 1=1rnl31:J ttq~T ~JFn. ,~n-UtJtj·l·I. {I R<Jtt~ 1JTfi-:~JFn:{±tJtj·l·l4.ii!;R<JB,Jif J.!t~ 
+R<J. 
1~ : fifr U 1~, R<J 5z A: tl!,tt J!~±t11tJtj+I A 11g ? 
ffi: xt. ttR<J. 
11 :00 

ti : xt 1~, * i3l . mf 1·1 i:1'i {I 11" z, :e:5U 
ffi: ~¾ro!Ltt~W*Ax~ITT-#h~ . ~~~~~~iliITT-#x~h~. 
J.!tt-~*3iITTtfif. 1:J-~inliAift-3itf. gJttti~. -~ift1A:ft;'JJ\gJt~ff*3i*'.>'~Tm. itFn*iJl. 
t T UFn [Pl rU* 3i . it Fn*ilii3l*tl!.r11rru 3itr. it Fn¾181t'zit~Z)}1 [Pl ru 1=1 c.R"T* 3i R<J Jt~¾. 
,..6. v+11• , I,: 'M 11,,is-<n.<.l'..t;w'+t-l:+.-,l[! '1":;+;·r!ff,r;+;·r!ff' j';J;: /l'J 1J,::¥;v;r., 1J,!Ji:..1,JI-J~"WlJ1·1:JL;" 1,1 i£~ ' 1'£~!" 
ffi: :Jt¾:fGili~. IK\:{±~Jft:ft'z~1J\RJL!i#[l~Jc~i~mfl-li1'i·. J.!t¥R<Ji1'i·. gJt~, mf l·I i:fi~'t.'ll!t~ 
R<J O O O :.s¼ i5li;/t,? IK\:{±kf::~~TmxtJ.!t-f:R<Ji'i:iJlliii • {B.j'f:M) L + if • f):{J El C ITTl]\~+tJtj+I 
i:1'1 o 

ti: HJ,¾1GIK\:{±'.\z-Rtkf:::{±~f~+tJtj+i i:!iirg? 
zl--. IITT /,· j""'l'.. [::I /x:: 'x::-liR -liR ' M-"n .:i:, h' prn ,l!,. J.A,-p:R I-J~/, 11 11 >'JJ>'JJl:Jr.1,J:,c.?.Y w• 
ti : fifr frJJfrJJkt::<±~+RJJ b: J.! h ,~i 11g? 
ffi: :J£;~jcjJJ:tO:, 7J~JftJ.!3J:If):{J 1J\~ +, it Fnftb.R<J '.\z-Rt:{±fxJili ift-i1'i. 1£;¾18 IK\:{±:J£;tt Tm 1J\~ 
+mtt:<±$~~~-~~~m~m:<±*~ITT5z-Rt~¼~~m~h~-
ti : HJ, ¾:fG ~bJt ±tl1lli R<Jmfl·I i:1i;· tt tt tJtj·l·I A f½' ITT~ 1if 11g ? 

ti: 7Jffi'.,? 
m: ~7J1tLHiii3l1:J Atttt~~M*. {fAtt~7JT{lITTi1ff~. rt Fnftb,fiJi5lITTttmf lH!i. p.Jr~J:ft'z~ 
A~i5lmfHi:1'i·~ft¾ftb.tt~ITTtJtj+!A. 
{B.j'f:J£;~ JO m 1~,i3l±filllitt-~1 I· ¼f~ ITT:&,[!,! ~5~~13i5l{illR<JmfH Q R<J tt ~5 ~~b5lftb.tt±tl1lliR<JmJl·I 
A . :Jt~JOlli! 
ti: RJcl D T, {I -,r;';( ~ f f, :J£;R~1·i:iJ-~ . 1.B.tlHffilHJ,i5lR<Jtt, 'f:R<J .tJJ~l3tt l::lt5<:~l~ITT, xtof:\? 
ffi : xt 
ti: 7J1~,i5l{i-JJ:~ A~q~ u Fnr!laUtJtj+! :Px:ff 7J T ftb,fiJR<J Tfi-:,.J6•~IlJi5lmfH i:1'i O 1±!,{f ).! JjJ~5 0 

m : xt • jf: ,.J6, ~]}J • {B.j'f: i5lmfl·I i!i tl {ili ff}f/i)( 4l>rf1 • X RJl b: h {~ 0 

ti : UfJi]' ' R_J:j D T 
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